REQUEST

The IG has X12 Syntax and X12 Comments detailing use of ENT05 - ENT09, but these elements are labeled Not Used in the element descriptions.

IG/TR3 # 005010X218
Section # 2.4
Page # 81
Set ID 820
Table 2
Loop 2000A
Segment Pos 0100
Segment ID ENT

REFERENCED X12 STANDARDS

This response is based on Version 5 Release 1 of the X12 Standard and titled 820 5010X218.

INTERPRETATION

The IG always lists the underlying X12 Syntax and X12 Comments relating to any element that is possible within a segment. The usage of these elements within the IG must conform to the underlying X12 standards, if the element is being used within the IG.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

You only need to be concerned with the X12 Syntax and X12 Comments on elements that are labeled as Required or Situational in the usage section of the IG.